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HELLFIRE 

ON THE 
BEACH 

 

 
 

 

 

A scenario with mecha, grav tanks, powered armour infantry, aliens, 

mad max style vehicles and a beach location. What more would you 

want? 
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The first Hellfire scenario to see publication in a commercial newsstand 
magazine was this one which appeared in the long defunct Role-Player 
Independent Vol. I No 7. Dealing with the interesting possibilities of combined 
air-sea-land operations, this scenario also introduces an excellent new alien 
race - the Ysr. 
 
The action is set a considerable number of years in the future, when Old Earth is 
a legend visited only by a few, and faster than light travel is the accepted norm. 
On Fawcett's World humanity is a relative late comer, as the Ysr, basically a 
humanoid alien race, have lived on the planet for many years. The Ysr are a 
feudal, clannish people who seem, in human eyes, tied up in a web of loyalties 
and obligations that override common sense. They are also inexplicably remote, 
apparently detached from reality, and with a genuine distaste for close contact 
with humanity. 
 
This produces an interesting military combination, a race whose infantry is 
capable of enduring considerable harassment and casualties with no discernible 
effect, yet who almost inevitably flee in uncontrollable panic when faced with the 
threat of a bayonet charge. Yet their vehicle crews, untouchable behind their 
plasteel and refrac armour, display what can only be considered unthinkable 
heroism and self-sacrifice. 
 
In spite of, or perhaps because of, these inherent differences, humanity and the 
Ysr have rubbed along pretty well They share the planet without too much overt 
bloodshed. The Ysr are themselves divided into what the humans term the "Old 
Ysr" and the "New Ysr". The Old Ysr live in a small semi-independent feudal 
principalities, each overseen by a ruling house. These principalities are often so 
small that a town may be divided between two or three houses. They are 
frequently separated by large areas that are not controlled by any one specific 
house, and are inhabited by the Nomad clans.  
These clans are humans who wander in their battered vehicles across the 
continental plains, trading with Ysr and each other, herding cattle. They also 
provide engineers and mechanics to the Old Ysr who are not inventive, being a 
somewhat static society. The nomads also provide the Ysr houses with mercenaries 
- entire clans signing on to fight for a particular house. 
 
The main power amongst the Ysr are the New Ysr. Although physically and 
psychologically so similar that humans cannot tell the two races apart, the New 
Ysrs are more inventive, and also more cohesive. Rather than forming many small 
fiefs, they form one cohesive state that has on its territory the Old Ysr 
principalities, as well as various Human nomadic clans and other settlements. The 
New Ysr regard themselves as the guardians of both the Old Ysr and the status 
quo. 
 
On Fawcett's World, the island chain stretching from the islands off the coast of 
Grondheim through to distant Huxley is the base of the Yarrow Republic. This is a 
predominantly human area that is dependent upon the mainland Ysr inhabited 
continent for many basic foodstuffs. The nearest part of the Continent, around the 
town of Grondheim, is settled by the Old Ysr, who maintain a series of feudal 
dependencies, which rely for their support on the Old Ysr household troops, and 
some of the feudal dependents, especially the Human nomad claims who roam the 
interior. 
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An amphibious battalion has been sent by the Yarrow Republic to seize Grondheim, 
and provide the Republic with a mainland enclave and a toe hold for further 
expansion. 
 

The Republicans: 
 
1st Company: seven bases of ablat armoured energy weapon armed infantry with 
one crew served projectile weapon and one man portable guided missile launcher 
with four missiles. 
 Reaction:  3,3,3,3,2,2,2,1 (19 points) 
 
They arrive in amphibious landing craft. They are escorted by the Garstin: a 
medium armoured Patrol craft carrying two vehicle mounted guided missile 
launchers with four missiles and two crew served projectile weapons. It has a large 
static ECM unit. 
 Reaction:  3,3,3,3,2,2,2,1 (19 points) 
 
Treat the Garstin as a Mecha with medium armour for the purpose of suffering 
damage. 
 
2nd Company: seven bases of ablat armoured, energy weapon armed infantry 
with one crew served projectile weapon and one man portable guided missile 
launcher with four missiles 
 Reaction:  3,3,3,3,2,2,2,1 (19 points) 
 
They arrive in a large shuttle, mounting one crew served energy weapon and static 
ECM, which is escorted by the 3rd Fighter Group. Treat the shuttle as a Mecha for 
the purpose of suffering damage. 
 
3rd Fighter Group: six light armoured flying vehicles, each with one man portable 
guided missile with plasma warhead and a crew served laser weapon. 
 Reaction:  5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 (24 points) 
 
Due to time spent in flight they can only spend six moves in the air before needing 
to return to base. At the start of the game, before any troops are placed, the 
Republican player must write down the move that his air support arrives. 
 
3rd & 4th Company: seven bases each of ablat armoured, energy weapon armed 
infantry with one crew served projectile weapon and one man portable guided 
missile launcher with four missiles. 
 Reaction:  3,3,3,3,2,2,2,1 (19 points)  
 Reaction:  3,3,3,3,2,2,2,1 (19 points) 
 
They arrive on foot from the north having been landed away from Grondheim. 
They are escorted by two mechs. These are heavy armour and mount two crew 
served energy weapons and one unguided missile launcher with a portable ECM 
unit. 
 Reaction:  5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 (24 points)  
 Reaction:  5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 (24 points) 
 
They move at six inches per move, can see over vegetation and one level buildings 
but not over hills. 
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The 3rd & 4th Republican companies arrive at a randomly determined time. 
Basically the Republican player rolls ld6 every move. Once a total of fifteen points 
is accumulated, this force can enter the table.  
 

The Ysr: 
 
Ysr Reaction and Morale: Unemotional types but cannot stand potential physical 
contact. 
 
Because there is only one table there is no reaction code. However, for Morale 
purposes, we give them an arbitrary reaction point total of 15. 
 
Ysr Reaction Table: 
 
 Surprised. Outflanked. Melee. Casualties. S/O+ 

Cas. 
M+Cas 

6 o o o o o p 
5 o o n o a f 
4 o o p o a j 
3 o o p o b i 
2 o o l a e l 
1 o e l b g l 

 
Morale is also different because part of the alien-ness of an alien is its very 
inhumanity. 
 
Morale: Ysr formations do not disintegrate through casualties alone. They are held 
together by clan and feudal loyalties incomprehensible to humans and mere death 
cannot shake these loyalties. While their units can collapse utterly due to wild 
reaction to circumstances their morale will be held up for as long as the obvious 
symbols of the Clan's power remain. Hence, while the Clan Mecha is undestroyed 
the clansmen will fight on. Vehicle crews will fight for as long as their own vehicle 
is undestroyed. Once the Mecha has been destroyed clansmen not in their own 
vehicle undergo a crisis of confidence and should roll 1d6 on the Ysr Morale Table. 
 
Ysr Morale Table: 
 
1/2: Overwhelmed by sorrow the clansmen cast aside their weapons and flee, 

grief stricken and inconsolable away from the table. 
3: Realising that the cause they have fought for is not deigned to prosper the 

clansmen fall slowly back off the battlefield, fighting off enemy attacks, but 
not launching attacks of their own. 

4: Grieving but still not without hope the clansmen fall back into a friendly 
formation which is still showing fight. They will fight alongside these, 
treating them as they did their mecha. 

5/6: Desolated, the clansmen sustain the clan’s honour by holding their current 
position to the end. They ignore reaction and morale from now on, and 
stand and die on their current position. 

 
House Hysrs: they control Grondheim proper and have the following forces: 
 
The Mecha: heavy armour. Mounts two crew served energy weapons and one 
crew served projectile weapon. Portable ECM unit. 
Reaction:  5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 (24 points) 
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Moves at six inches per move, can see over vegetation and one level buildings but 
not over hills.  
 
The Grav Tanks: two heavy Grav tanks; heavy armour crew served projectile 
weapons.  
Reaction: 5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 (24 points) 
 
Guard: six bases of Ysr Warriors. Projectile weapons, flak. 
 
House Marriot: they control some of Grondheim and most of the hinterland. 
 
One Mecha: heavy armour, mounts two crew served projectile weapon. Portable 
ECM unit.  
Reaction:  5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1.(24 points) 
 
Guard: six bases of Ysr Warriors. Projectile weapons, flak. 
 
Reinforcements: each move the Ysr players roll 1d6. When a total of 24 has been 
accumulated, the reinforcements arrive. They arrive by driving under water and up 
the beach. 
 
New Ysr Force: light armoured command.  
Group One: five light armoured vehicles, projectile weapons. Portable ECM and 
full NBC  
Reaction:  5,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 (24 points) 
 
Group Two: Marine Company, five bases of power armoured marines with energy 
weapons. One base can ride on the outside of each light armoured vehicle. 
 
 
The Nomad Mercenaries: These arrive from deep inland. Each move the player 
in command of the Nomads rolls 1d6. Once he has accumulated a total of 15 his 
troops arrive. 
 
Truckers: 
 
Group One: six vehicles with improvised armour, improvised ECM and each 
mounting a crew served projectile weapon. Each truck also transports one base of 
support infantry. 
 
Group One Support Infantry: six bases of Nomads with projectile weapon and 
one unguided missile launcher 
Reaction:  2,3,2,2,1,2,1,2 (15 points) 
 
Group Two: six vehicles with improvised armour, improvised ECM and each 
mounting a crew served projectile weapon. Each vehicle also transports one base 
of support infantry. 
 
Group Two Support Infantry: six bases of Nomads with projectile weapons and 
one unguided missile launcher. 
Reaction:  2,3,2,2,1,2,1,2 (15 points)  
 
Foot Sloggers: 
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Group Three: six bases of Nomads with projectile weapons and one unguided 
missile launcher.  
Reaction:  2,2,2,2,1,2,1,1 (13 points) 
 
Group Four: six bases of Nomads with projectile weapons and one unguided 
missile launcher.  
Reaction:  1,2,2,2,1,2,1,1 (12 points) 
 

Players Aims and Objectives: 
 
The Republicans want to hold the town and the end of the game. The Ysr want to 
hold the town at the end of the game. The Nomads want to do a good workmanlike 
job, so that the Ysr hire them again. Note that the Ysr hire very few corpses, hence 
too much dying is unwise. Or in the words of the prophet, "in the ongoing combat 
situation, casualty wise, a high quantitative dying variable is contra-indicated." 
 

Scenario Specific Rules: 
 
The main thing is the fact that the action takes place in all three dimensions, and 
also over, under and on the water/ air interface. In SF gaming it must be 
remembered that to the crew of a full NBC equipped vehicle, an atmosphere 
spaceship, or a company in power armour, water/air/methane/slush are just 
environments they have to cope with. The problems come with the use of various 
weapons within various mediate, but much more importantly, across the interface 
of two media. 
 

Detection: 
 
There are enough radar/ electromagnetic resonance detectors and suchlike to 
mean that everything can be seen, provided something solid doesn't get in the 
way. 

 

Firing Weapons in Water: 
 
Here I would make the following suggestions: 
 
Guided missiles and unguided missiles move as normal, and damage done by their 
exploding warheads is doubled. 
 
Projectile weapons work at quarter range. 
 
Energy weapons - if lasers use the right frequency they should work underwater, 
however with mud, silt and turbulence they will also be easily counteracted, hence 
I'd suggest that they cannot work underwater.  
 

Crossing the Air/Water Interface: 
 
Missiles can cross with ease, other weapons cannot be fired through the interface, 
unless the firer, like the patrol boat the Garstin is actually sailing on the interface. 
Hence the Garstin can fire at targets on land, sailing on the water, under the water 
and flying. The flip side to this is that all these can return fire at the Garstin. 
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The Terrain: 
 
The terrain was laid out on our 6’ by 4’ table. One long edge was the sea which 
covered a third of the board. The town straggled along the coast, whilst the 
hinterland was broken ground with hills, orchards, woods and suchlike. The 
nomads appeared on the long edge away from the sea. 
 
The Garstin and the accompanying company arrived from the sea edge 
The Shuttle and air support also arrive from that edge. 
The Republican companies arriving on food come from the right hand table 
edge. They march along the coast. 
The New Ysr arrive from the left hand table edge but under water.  
 
 
We tried to create a full 3D effect. The sea was a blue cloth, the land a yellow-
green cloth. The land was raised the thickness of a couple of telephone directories 
above the sea. When it came to deploying the troops, those sailing were deployed 
on clear plastic box tops about an inch deep, so they were level with the surface of 
the land, and on top of the water, well above the sea bed. The Ysr reinforcements 
who came in along the sea bed moved along the blue cloth, under the Garstin 
which sailed above them. Finally the air support moved in on upturned beer 
glasses.  
Half pint glasses, when moving in fast and low. If like the shuttle, they moved at a 
higher and more stately altitude, they moved on the base of an upturned pint 
glass. That way we got the full benefit of all three dimensions. 
 
 
 

 


